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BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES: Children with Down syndrome (DS) have lower birth weights and grow more slowly than children without DS. Advances in and increased access to medical care have improved the health and well-being of individuals with DS; however, it is unknown whether their growth has also improved. Our objective was to develop new growth charts for children with DS and compare them to older charts from the United States and more contemporary charts from the United Kingdom.

METHODS: The Down Syndrome Growing Up Study (DSGS) enrolled a convenience sample of children with DS up to 20 years of age and followed them longitudinally. Growth parameters were measured by research anthropometrists. Sex-specific growth charts were generated for the age ranges birth to 36 months and 2 to 20 years using the LMS method. Weight-for-length and BMI charts were also generated. Comparisons with other curves were presented graphically.

RESULTS: New DSGS growth charts were developed by using 1520 measurements on 637 participants. DSGS growth charts for children <36 months of age showed marked improvements in weight compared with older US charts. DSGS charts for 2- to 20-year-olds showed that contemporary males are taller than previous charts showed. Generally, the DSGS growth charts are similar to the UK charts.

CONCLUSIONS: The DSGS growth charts can be used as screening tools to assess growth and nutritional status and to provide indications of how growth of an individual child compares with peers of the same age and sex with DS.

WHAT'S KNOWN ON THIS SUBJECT: Children with Down syndrome (DS) grow differently from other children. Advances in medical care, access to care, and improved life expectancy suggest that contemporary growth patterns may have improved over recent decades for children with DS in the United States.

WHAT THIS STUDY ADDS: New growth charts are presented for length/height, weight, head circumference, and BMI for children with DS (birth to 20 y). Weight gain in children <36 months, and stature for males are improved compared with older growth charts.
Down syndrome (DS) occurs in ~1 in 700 births in the United States and is associated with a spectrum of physical and cognitive disabilities. In 1988, growth charts for US children with DS were published by using data from multiple centers collected before 1988, showing slow growth and short stature of children with DS. Since 1988, much has changed in the care of children with DS, and the applicability of those charts to growth in contemporary children with DS has been questioned. Currently, the American Academy of Pediatrics recommends using standard growth charts for evaluating children with DS until such time as current DS-specific charts are available.

Advances in medical care, and increased access to care, have improved health and well-being of individuals with DS in the United States such that life expectancy has risen from 35 years in 1982 to 53 years in 2007. One would expect that growth of contemporary children with DS has also improved, and thus previous growth charts would lack reliability. In Europe, growth charts for children with DS used more recent data extracted from medical chart review, most notably in the United Kingdom and Ireland. To address concerns that growth of contemporary US children with DS is not adequately characterized by the 1988 charts, the Down Syndrome Growing Up Study (DSGS), as a cooperative project with the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), developed growth curves based on systematically obtained growth measurements and modern statistical techniques for developing reference percentiles. We present these growth curves, characterize trends in growth of children with DS living in the United States over the past few decades, and offer comparisons with the UK growth charts to assess international differences in growth of children with DS.

Methods

Children with DS, from birth to 20 years of age, were recruited from the Trisomy 21 Clinic at The Children's Hospital of Philadelphia (CHOP), CHOP general pediatric practices, parent interest groups, community events, and schools, mainly in the greater Philadelphia area. Children were ineligible if they had other major genetic disorders known to affect growth (eg, sickle cell disease) or were not in a usual state of health (eg, cancer therapy) at the time of measurement. Enrollment occurred from January 18, 2010, to July 23, 2013. Follow-up measurements occurred every 3 months for age <12 months, every 6 months for ages 12 to 36 months, and annually if age >36 months until data collection closed. Most evaluations occurred at the CHOP Clinical and Translational Research Center (43%) or Pediatric and Adolescent Specialty Care Centers (47%). The remaining study visits took place at community locations (10%) in Maryland, Virginia, New York, and Texas (National Down Syndrome Congress).

After written informed consent was obtained, children underwent an anthropometric examination. Head circumference (to nearest 0.1 cm) was measured with a nonstretchable tape measure. Weight was measured on an electronic digital scale in light clothing for older children (to nearest 0.1 kg) and without clothing or diapers for infants and toddlers (to nearest 0.01 kg). Length (to nearest 0.1 cm) was measured on an infant lengthboard for infants and toddlers unable to stand unsupported. For all others, height (to nearest 0.1 cm) was measured with a stadiometer. Trained personnel obtained measurements following standardized techniques.

Measurements taken at CHOP locations used standard equipment monitored by the bioengineering department. At community locations, length and stature measurements were obtained using a portable lengthboard/stadiometer (Shorr board, Shorr Productions, Olney, MD) and a portable digital electronic scale (Scaletronix, White Plains, NY).

Parents completed questionnaires providing demographic, medical history, and puberty status information.

The study was approved by the Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects of CHOP.

Data Analysis

Data were stored in research electronic data capture (REDCap) and analyzed by using Stata 12.0 (StatCorp, College Station, TX). Means and frequencies were generated, as appropriate, for all data. Growth measurements were compared with the CDC (ages 2–20 years) and World Health Organization (WHO) (ages birth–36 months) growth charts, and z scores (SD scores) were calculated to compare the growth of children with DS to standard charts.

Growth charts were created by using the LMS Chartmaker version 1.16 (Harlow Printing, South Shields, UK), as described by Cole and Green. This method uses the Box-Cox transformation to account for skewness, and a maximum penalized likelihood method to estimate smoothed values for L (A), M (median), and S (coefficient of variation) over the age range. These values are used to calculate centile curves using the following equation:

\[
\text{Gentile} = M(1 + L_{SZ})^{1/L},
\]

where L, M, and S are age-specific values, and Z is the value of a given percentile in the cumulative standard normal distribution. For example, for \(Z = 0\), the 50th centile can be estimated, and for \(Z = -1.64\), the fifth percentile can be calculated. Exact z scores are calculated by using the following equation:

\[
Z = \left(\frac{X}{M}\right)^{1/L} - 1\],

where X is the measured value for an individual. The goodness of fit of.
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the centile curves was assessed by using visual inspection and q-q plots comparing the observed data to that generated using the estimated parameters.

To be consistent with criteria used in developing the CDC 2000 growth charts\textsuperscript{13} for children <3 years, very low birth weight (<1500 g) children were excluded; for children born 34 to 37 weeks’ gestation, chronological age was adjusted for gestational age; and it was assumed that length was 0.7 cm greater than standing height. Reported birth weight was included in the development of the weight-for-age charts. For children with DS >2 years of age unable to stand without assistance, length was measured, and the values were adjusted to be equivalent to stature measures. Measurements of participants >21 years who continued in the study were included in the analyses to provide stability for the curves near the age of growth cessation. However, final curves were truncated at age 20 years. Sex-specific curves were generated for weight and height/length for ages birth to 20 years. Head circumference curves were created separately for ages birth to 3 years and 2 to 20 years of age to achieve an optimal curve fit. Weight-for-length curves were created for children <3 years of age, and BMI curves were created for children 2 to 20 years of age.

The curves for weight and length/height were compared graphically to the 1988 growth curves for the United States by Cronk et al\textsuperscript{2,18} and 2002 curves for the United Kingdom by Styles et al.\textsuperscript{9}

Baseline differences between those with one versus multiple visits were compared by t tests and $\chi^2$ tests as appropriate. Differences in growth between ethnic groups were compared using mixed-effects regression models accounting for multiple observations per subject. The LMS method assumes independent observations. Therefore, to evaluate the effect of multiple observations per subject, growth curves using a single observation per subject were created and found to be similar to the longitudinal DSGS curves (Supplemental Fig 3).

**RESULTS**

The study enrolled 637 participants from 25 states; 86% were from Pennsylvania and New Jersey. A total of 1520 growth measurements were acquired. The average number of visits per participant was 3 (range 1–9). Participants with only 1 visit were older (12 $\pm$ 6 years [mean $\pm$ SD], $n = 234$) at baseline than those with multiple visits (7 $\pm$ 6 years, $n = 403$), but there were no meaningful differences by sex or race/ethnicity between those with 1 versus >1 visit.

The sample was 51% male, 9% Hispanic, 11% non-Hispanic black (African American), and 73% non-Hispanic white by self-report. Twenty-one percent of subjects were born premature (gestational age <37 weeks), and 7% were born <34 weeks’ gestation (Supplemental Table 3). The average reported birth weight of all participants was 2.97 $\pm$ 0.62 kg. Nine subjects with a birth weight <1500 g were excluded.

Supplemental Table 3 shows the prevalence of selected common comorbidities in children with DS as reported by parents. Cardiac defects affected 53% of the sample, and thyroid disease affected 23% of participants.

Table 1 provides descriptive statistics for growth outcomes and $z$ scores relative to WHO growth charts\textsuperscript{14} for children <3 years of age and CDC 2000 growth charts\textsuperscript{19} for the 2- to 20-year age range. Children with DS were shorter with smaller head circumference for age (low $z$ scores) compared with reference charts. Deficits in weight-for-age were more modest. Weight-for-length $z$ scores for children with DS <3 years were similar to the distribution of the WHO charts,\textsuperscript{14} but the mean BMI $z$ score for children with DS aged 2 to 20 years was higher.

Supplemental Tables 4 through 19 provide the sex- and age-specific L, M, and S values and selected centiles for weight, length/height, weight-for-length, BMI and head circumference used to calculate $z$ scores and percentiles. To assist in these complex calculations, a Web site calculator is available (http://www.research.chop.edu/web/zscore). Corresponding growth charts are provided in Supplemental Figs 4 to 11.

The new DSGS height/length and weight curves were compared with the Cronk 1988\textsuperscript{2} US and Styles\textsuperscript{9} 2002 UK curves (Figs 1 and 2). Both the DSGS and UK 2002 curves show an improvement in weight gain in the first 3 years of life (Fig 1A and B) compared with the US 1988 curves. Length of girls birth to 3 years is quite similar for all 3 sets of curves (Fig 1D). Contemporary US boys have slightly greater lengths than those in the other studies (Fig 1C).

The DSGS weight curves for ages 2 to 20 years (Fig 2A and B) approximate the US 1988 weight curves at many ages,\textsuperscript{2} especially for the fifth and 50th percentiles. Compared with the US 1988 weight curves, the 95th percentile of older girls (>8 years) and the fifth and 50th percentiles for older boys (≥12 years) are greater; yet the 95th percentile for boys is lower than the corresponding percentiles on the DSGS curves. The 95th percentile for weight of DSGS children is greater than the 95th percentile for the United Kingdom, especially for older boys.

For 2 to 18 year olds, DSGS boys are taller than the 1988 US curves at most ages (Fig 2C). At age 18 years (the oldest age in the 1988 US curves), the tallest boys (95th percentile) in the DSGS curves are notably taller than the tallest boys in the US 1988 curves. DSGS girls are more modest. Weight-for-length $z$ scores for children with DS <3 years were similar to the distribution of the WHO charts,\textsuperscript{14} but the mean BMI $z$ score for children with DS aged 2 to 20 years was higher.
around the ages of early to mid puberty, but with no appreciable difference in final height (Fig 2D). Overall, the new DSGS curves for length and height are similar to the UK 2002 curves, although contemporary US boys are slightly taller than UK boys at some ages. Height at age 20 years (Fig 2C and 2D) for boys and girls in the DSGS curves is slightly below that of the UK curves.

The current study developed curves for weight-for-length for birth to 3 years (Supplemental Fig 10), BMI for 2 to 20 years (Supplemental Fig 11), and head circumferences for younger and older children (Supplemental Figs 6 and 9). Because no previously published data on these values were available, examination of secular trends was not possible.

DSGS z scores for growth outcomes were calculated and compared among non-Hispanic blacks, Hispanics, and non-Hispanic whites (Table 2). Non-Hispanic blacks had significantly greater z scores for weight, length (or height), and BMI, and Hispanics had significantly greater z scores for weight, BMI, and weight-for-length, compared with non-Hispanic whites. Although these comparisons reflect the variability between the mean z values among racial/ethnic groups, they do not address the extra variability that arises from the estimations of the z values themselves.

**DISCUSSION**

This study describes the growth of a convenience sample of contemporary children with DS in their usual state of health living in the United States. The characteristic short stature, small head circumference, and normal to high relative weight measures (weight-for-length and BMI) associated with this genetic syndrome are evident. These growth charts are designed to be used as screening tools to assess growth and nutritional status and provide indications of how the growth of an individual child compares with peers of the same age and sex with DS.

Marked improvements in weight status for the first 36 months of life are evident from comparisons with previously published US reference ranges. For children aged 2 to 20 years, the weight distribution is approximately similar to those published more than 25 years ago, with 2 exceptions: the 95th percentile...
for girls is greater than the US 1988 95th percentile\(^2\) for age \(\geq 8\) years, and for boys \(\geq 12\) years, the fifth and 50th percentiles are greater, yet the 95th percentile is lower (beginning approximately age 8 years) than the corresponding US 1988 percentiles. Given the increasing prevalence of pediatric obesity in the general population during this time period,\(^{20}\) it is surprising that greater shifts in

the weight-for-age distribution did not occur.

Changes in linear growth over the past few decades have mainly occurred in males. Boys, birth to 3 years, have modestly longer length than previously estimated. The fifth, 50th, and 95th percentiles are greater than previous corresponding percentiles at most ages after approximately age 5 years, and the
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**Curve comparisons for weight in kilograms and height in centimeters for male and female subjects, 2 to 20 years of age. Contemporary curves from the DSGS (solid line) are compared with those from the US 1988 curves from Cronk et al (dotted line) and the UK 2002 curves from Styles et al (dashed line).**

95th percentile for boys is greater than the older growth curves. The explanation for this secular trend in boys but not girls is unclear. Sex differences in health complications of DS may possibly contribute to this pattern. For example, Freeman et al reported a higher preponderance of female infants with DS who had atrioventricular septal defects.\(^{21}\) Alternatively, short stature among girls may be more acceptable to parents and physicians than among boys, as reported among children without DS,\(^{22}\) leading to less investigation and intervention. However, the strong consistency in US and UK weight and length/stature distributions suggests that these curves represent growth patterns of well-nourished contemporary children with DS with access to current medical care practices.

Feeding difficulties are common for infants with DS and may be due to hypotonia; poor oromotor, pharyngeal, and esophageal coordination; fatigue; difficulty initiating sucking; slow sucking reflex; vomiting; and choking.\(^{23}\)

Nutritional status in the early years is particularly concerning. We present weight-for-length charts for children birth to 3 years to aid in nutritional screening for growth faltering, wasting and excess weight gain during this critical period of brain development.

We present the first BMI charts for US children with DS, aged 2 to 20 years. Children with DS have shorter limbs than children without DS, resulting in

### TABLE 2 Differences Among Race/Ethnicity Groups in Growth Outcomes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DSGS (z) scores</th>
<th>Non-Hispanic White</th>
<th>Non-Hispanic Black</th>
<th>Hispanic</th>
<th>Other(^a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean ± SD</td>
<td>No. Obs</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>Mean ± SD</td>
<td>No. Obs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wt</td>
<td>−0.10 ± 0.93</td>
<td>1093</td>
<td>457</td>
<td>0.63 ± 1.07***</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length/height</td>
<td>−0.08 ± 0.97</td>
<td>1090</td>
<td>457</td>
<td>0.49 ± 0.94***</td>
<td>154</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI(^b)</td>
<td>−0.07 ± 0.99</td>
<td>753</td>
<td>388</td>
<td>0.68 ± 1.06***</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head circumference(^c)</td>
<td>0.10 ± 0.99</td>
<td>364</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>−0.25 ± 1.06</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight for length(^c)</td>
<td>−0.04 ± 0.97</td>
<td>366</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>0.23 ± 1.24</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All outcomes are expressed as age and sex-specific DSGS \(z\) scores. No. Obs: number of observations.

\(^a\) Other includes Asian, Native American, and mixed race. Significantly different from Non-Hispanic White group: ***\(P < .001\); **\(P < .01\); *\(P < .05\).

\(^b\) Age \(\geq 2\) y.

\(^c\) Age \(< 3\) y.
a different distribution of body mass relative to height. Obesity is common in DS; among 1450 adults with developmental disabilities, adults with DS had a higher prevalence than other groups, with >50% of adults with DS being obese. It is unknown whether the use of the CDC 2000 BMI charts and traditional cutoffs to define obesity are appropriate given the altered body mass distribution characteristic of DS. Our average BMI values were nearly 1 SD above the median of the CDC charts, compared with 0.5 SD among children examined in recent US surveys. Excess adiposity is a concern, and thus a screening tool that is appropriate for children with DS is needed. It is important to recognize that the DSGS BMI charts merely describe the distribution of BMI values in this sample. Plotting an individual BMI value on these charts provides information on how an individual compares with other children with DS. The DSGS BMI charts do not represent an ideal healthy distribution of BMI. Additional investigation is required to determine how best to apply the DSGS BMI charts to screen for excess adiposity and associated health outcomes.

Concerns have been raised regarding condition-specific growth charts based on limitations of sample size and its representativeness as well as measurement quality. This study addressed some concerns by using standardized measurements on >600 contemporary children with DS in their usual state of health. We included children with cardiac and thyroid complications, which could affect growth. Reassuringly, the prevalence of these important comorbidities is similar to other studies, suggesting that our sample is similar to the population of children with DS in the United States with respect to these comorbidities.

This study had several limitations. An assumption underlying statistical testing is that the data on which the tests are based represents a random sample from the target population. In this study, a convenience sample of children attending clinics and community events, not a random sample, was used. We do not think that the use of a convenience sample meaningfully biased our results as shown in Supplemental Fig 3, but this should be kept in mind when assessing the results of statistical testing. This sample is mostly from the greater Philadelphia region and may not represent US regional variation in race/ethnicity and in obesity. This study includes non-Hispanic blacks (11%) and Hispanics (9%) at lower than national averages (14%) non-Hispanic black and 23% Hispanic children (age <18 years) based on the 2010 US Census. For children with DS, the race/ethnicity distribution in the US population is unknown. An 11-state surveillance study found that non-Hispanic black mothers had a lower prevalence ratio (0.77) whereas Hispanic mothers had a higher prevalence ratio (1.12) of DS births compared with non-Hispanic white mothers. The impact on the DSGS curves of the lower representation of minority groups can be inferred from the comparison of growth z scores among groups. Non-Hispanic black children were taller and heavier, and Hispanic children were heavier than their non-Hispanic white peers. On the basis of these findings, it is possible that the DSGS growth curves underestimate length/height and weight due to the underrepresentation of non-Hispanic blacks and Hispanics.

Because no data were collected from families who declined participation, the effect of recruitment bias cannot be estimated. The effect of multiple observations per subject in this longitudinal convenience sample is also difficult to ascertain. However, sensitivity analyses indicated that the impact of this lack of independence among data points used to estimate the growth curves was negligible.

Lastly, these growth curves are based on a contemporary sample of children in their usual state of health and may not represent “optimal” growth of children with DS.

CONCLUSIONS

The DSGS growth charts presented here for children with DS residing in the United States are based on a contemporary sample of infants, children, and adolescents in their usual state of health, using standardized measurements, and modern statistical techniques to generate smoothed percentiles. Previously unavailable weight-for-length and BMI charts were also developed to provide additional tools for assessment of nutritional status. The improvements in growth in the past 25 years and consistency with 2002 charts from the United Kingdom provide further evidence of the importance and strengths of these new charts.
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